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Functions of tachograph devices

 Finding out the circumstances of incidents (accidents), 
estimating the responsibility

 Supervising the regularity of drivers’ work (e.g. speed 
limits, direction indicators, opening or closing doors)

 ‘Tachograph defends and accuses in the same time.’



Traditional tachograph disc



Tachographs used on tram vehicles

 Recorded data (in function of path length):

 Time

 Actual speed

 Position of controller (e.g. power or brake position)

 Doors, departure signals

 Devices operated by passengers (e.g. emergency signal)

 Use of other operation devices (e.g. direction signal, 
sand-sprayer)



Connections of ‘Hasler’ device



Recorded data (Hasler)

 Recorded points in 
every 2 metres

 Actual speed
(0-70 km/h)

 Signals related to 
driving

Function Abbr. (Hu/En)

1.
Use of service brake 
(electric brake)

VF/UF EB

2. Use of track brake SF TB

3.
Use of spare 
emergency brake

PF SB

4. Doors open AN DO

5.
Use of departure 
signal

IJ DS

6. Sand-spraying HS SS

7.
Passenger 
emergency signal

UJ EJ

8. (spare) -- --



Chart of recorded data (Hasler)



Chart of recorded data (TW6000 and Combino)



Graphic analysis



Reasons for speed limits 

 Safety (e.g. hardly visible 
intersections)

 Switches, track crossings

 Curves  with little radius

 Wrong tracks



Reading of 
exercise sheet

 Sample sheet

 The end of data 
sequence is the start 
of journey

 Distance values are 
counted backwards
from readout

Starting terminus
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Parts of your exercise
 Determine the following parameters 

by your data sheet:

1) Start time of travel (v>0)

2) End time of travel (departure
from the last stop)

3) Number of stops

4) Total dwell time (at stops)

5) Total journey time (between stops)

6) Number of speed limit violations

7) Absolute (km/h) and relative (%) 
measure of the overstep of 
speed limits

 Speed limits on the tram line (measured from start terminus):

 Calculate the following indicators:

8) Whole distance travelled

9) Average speed of the whole travel

10) Average speed in traffic (without stops)

11) Ratio of total dwell time and total 
journey time (one indicator)

12) Optional: Acceleration after, and 
deceleration before the first stop

13) Short description of the travel, 
with attention paid 
to unusual events, 
incidents (3-4 lines)

Start point 
(m)

Length 
(m)

Speed limit 
(km/h)

Reason:

815 5 + Lveh 30 Switch (trailing-point movement)

847 5 + Lveh 10 Switch (facing-point movement)

EB Electric brake

TB Track brake

SB Spare emerg. br.

DO Doors open

DS Departure signal

SS Sand-sprayer

ES Emergency signal



Thank you for your 
attention!


